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CAPACITY
ANSI Z359.11: 130–310 lbs. (59–140 kg)
OSHA / CSA Z259.10: 400 lbs. (180 kg)

BRAND
MSA

SUB BRAND / MODEL NAME
V-FORM

SIZES
Extra Small, Standard, Extra Large, Super Extra Large

D-RING LOCATIONS
Dorsal (back), hips, shoulders, chest

LEG STRAP BUCKLE OPTIONS
Tongue buckle, Qwik-Fit

PADDLING LOCATIONS
Shoulders (optional), waist (construction version)

THREAD/STITCHING
Polyester

WEB
Polyester

WEB KEEPER
Polyester, hook and loop closure

LEG BUCKLES
Steel and stainless steel

CHEST BUCKLE
Steel and stainless steel

D-RING
Steel and stainless steel (bent for easy connection)

PRODUCT WEIGHT
3.53 lbs.

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS
4.3” x 8.5” x 7.25”

PRODUCT STYLES
Racing style, vest style (front D-ring version)

STANDARDS
ANSI Z359.11, CSA Z259.10, OSHA
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